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About This Game

Those familiar with the series of games «Heroes of Might and Magic», will see the obvious parallels in this game, and an old
style but story: the valiant savior, the hero, to become the king's son in law, and, of course, get a half a kingdom. It was then

down to business and taken our mammonish protagonist.

There is a huge world, shrouded in mist unknown castles, islands, immense sea, all kinds of buildings and complete freedom of
action. The huge map has dungeons, castles and other buildings, as well as a large number of units, against which we have to

fight and we can recruit. Vampires, elves, dwarves, archers, peasants with pikes, dragons, golems and other vermin will
converge in fierce battles.

There are many different kinds of monsters, and every monster is well designed with its own features, such as regeneration of
troll, drain life of vampires, magic immune of black dragons etc., and moreover, all can be employed.
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Lets ignore the women scattered all over this game and talk about ROMBY. Its a good puzzle game that's based on both skill and
luck to connect lines of four or more colors. When you place a diamond on the grid, the game assigns a different diamond on
the grid. When the grid fills up, its game over so games never take more than a few minutes.

Strategy is simple, setup two long lines in a row and then combine them. That's risky with so much luck involved of where the
game places its random diamond. Once you make a line of four or more there's a score multiplier that appears and starts
counting down with each second. So its wise to have a bunch of 3 in a row ready before you line one up and go through a bunch
more. However, that's more luck as the next diamond you get is a random color. A good feature would be to save 2 colored
blocks to place later.

Now its time to discuss the women and their role in the game... they're trophies for a specific mode. Well for Steam lets call
them visible achievements. You play a specific mode where you select 8 silhouettes and achieve things to make them appear.
Things such as score 700 points and get a score multiplier of 3. As you achieve things the women will come into focus on the
side. Since you select the silhouettes individually, you can't unlock them all on one fantastic run. When you unlock them they
appear on the title screen in a lineup. You can play "free mode" that is devoid of eye candy on the side.

Other than that you can visit the settings to change the theme from colored diamonds to lollipop circles or numbers. The
numbers and lollipops are also colored, so you might as well save your eyes and just use the colored diamonds rather than having
to read numbers in a split second that you need to keep your combo going.

As for score chasers or achievement hunters, there is a global leaderboard and plenty of achievements. It seems like this game
has a high rate of people who have earned the achievements.

For a sequel or DLC, I would appreciate more variety in the grids than just the standard 8 x 8 grid for each game. It might also
be worth considering a puzzle mode that includes prearranged diamonds on the grid and predetermined color diamonds for you
to place you rather than random colors.

Romby is simple, easy, engaging and fun with or without the women on the side. For a dollar, its an easy recommendation..
TL;DR version:
-Real price of the full game is $14 since the nudity and spank material is a extra $3.99 ATM but the base version is
youtube\/twitch friendly so there is that
-Game is flawed but has a lot of heart and its nice to see the developer show growth
-Its comfy as heck and is a interesting play through to say the least
-Early game is very difficult but mid to late game not so much
-Roguelike RPG where every run is about 1 to 2 hours.
-I liked it

I considered the first Evil Maze a very quirky and fun game despite its very glaring flaws and design. To be honest the whole
game felt like a labor of love created by people who where fairly new to the RPG maker system and weren't quite sure how to
make the game they really wanted. Nonetheless I still returned to the game time and time again to try to grind and figure out
how to beat the final boss. The endearing charm the original had was strong enough to warrant multiple play through's and I
enjoyed it more then I should have. Though lets be honest here, the original Evil Maze had some serious problems and I could
imagine how much more I would have enjoyed it if it was a little more fleshed out.

So imagine my surprise when I boot up steam and lo and behold Evil Maze 2 is staring me right in the face. This came out of
absolutely nowhere and a march 8th release the same day as DMC 5 is very high IQ play since everyone would be checking the
steam store in case they didn't pre-order it and maybe stumble upon this game. I don't remember any kind of announcements
from ZOV either prior to this games release. If possible I think the team should at least some have kind of social Media outlet so
we can follow them or make more announcements on steam since this games release literally came out of left field.

That said What about the game itself though? Is evil maze 2 a good enough sequel to warrant a price hike (Original EM1 was
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like $1.99 base game $2.99 DLC) Or is it just the same game with new maps and new boobs to look at?

Thankfully Evil Maze 2 retains its wonderfully comfy dungeon crawler style game while making improvements throughout the
board. The new UI is a welcome and charming addition, the combat has improved a bit and has a tutorial going over the magic
system this time, and the maps are switched out every play through for a more rogue like experience. Spells and items while not
translated to 100% accuracy, have descriptions that are actually accurate enough to understand. The emphasis on secret walls
and maps has increased by ten fold which does lead to aimlessly looking for random wall tiles but finding the secret areas feels
quite rewarding so its not too bad. Level design is actually a bit more streamlined and smaller for most maps which does benefit
the games emphasis on secret walls.

Boss fights are now a thing every 3-4 stages, most of which introduce a new waifu to beat the snot out of. Winning most boss
fights will reward you with BG of the main character making "Precious memories" with whatever boss character you defeated.
If you only have the Censored version though these are nothing more then cute illustrations, while uncensored provides the adult
material you are looking for. I actually want to commend the developers on the boss fights because when I don't have a magic
spell like lightening or anything like that they are actually quite a challenge and where pretty fun. I am not sure if these are just
original designs or pre-made assets but I quite liked the design and art of characters. That said the boss dialogue won't knock
your socks off, it uhh.... pretty much just boils down to "I need to get through why do we need to fight?" and the boss responds
with "THE KING IS PRETTY COOL HUH?" with some funny or exceedingly violent mis-translations tacked on for good
measure.

Evil Maze 2 actually has normal enemies that move now! If you played the original you know that was only reserved for only
one enemy (Literally the last boss). And while I do enjoy the comfy experience of walking around and fighting static enemies I
think having normal enemies that move are a vast improvement. That said it only happens with a small portion of the monsters
you encounter and the majority of enemies you find remain standing still just like in Evil Maze 1. And while, I don't want all the
enemies to rush you at the door for no reason or quickly zoom around the map at a annoying fixed speed, I would love to see
more moving enemies in future Evil Maze installments.

Also something to note to the developers, you can make more crystal puzzles. I quite like puzzles.

So yes, Evil Maze 2 is a vastly superior experience to 1 and I plan and going through the game on multiple playthroughs because
its comfy and I like to see what kind of unique design choices the developers chose to put in the game. These "unique" design
decisions kept me coming back to the first Evil Maze in all honesty. Same holds true here, for example "why does clicking on a
rock bring up a secret shop?", "why does this hedge let me clip and reach this area and that one does not?", "why does moving
the snow balls hurt me", ane "why am I swinging a dolphin around as a weapon?". It is very cathartic and absurd and I love it.
These quirky design choices make no sense and its very endearing to me.

That said, the game is still Evil Maze so it uhhh... yeah its got some problems still. Teleporting back and forth to the same
teleporter just to continue in a certain route was a re occurring crime in EM1 and its still here though not as prevalent. Once
again the beginning of the game is the most difficult and challenging portion while the late game can sometimes be a bit too
easy. "Target Spells" such as lightning and Ice Burst do ruin the boss battles and make them easy to cheese your way to victory.
The RNG Gods can screw you quite hard within the first 3 levels, sometimes making it so you don't even have enough keys to
continue, (on most runs you should be fine though). There are secret top tier weapon's you can choose to use and just steam roll
everything but if you do want a more challenging experience I suggest not using them. And the ending I got on my first
playthrough was a little dissatisfying to say the least but thankfully the game does have a different ending if you beat it multiple
times.

So is it worth the increased price? Well despite the complaints above I would consider myself a fan of this game and I think its
pretty decent, for $9.99 (its current price plus $4.99 for the adult content). I would say if you found the first one charming like
me or just know just what your getting into I would say just go ahead and buy the game since the series is showing growth and I
would like to see more EM games from the developer. However don't be fooled if you don't like RPG maker titles this one here
is not going to change your mind. BUT if you want a very cute booby RPG Maker game with a lot of Heart you found it right
here.

Here is a video of me playing the game I guess: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=pIAUc2U8zqo. This game has amazing
potential, so far it has a Tutorial and a Skirmish, with a decent enough level of options for a game that just entered Early
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Access. I have seen many early access games offering less than this.

Whats even more important is they are releasing what looks like a solid roadmap for the game, which looks like a strict Early
Access period unlike so many other Early Access games.

Gameplay is very very solid and addictive, and it is reminiscent of its inspiration: Armageddon Empires. I'm very pleased with
my purchase.

My personal hopes is to get a Mutant Race and an Alien race into the game, so that it feels 100% a spiritual successor to
Armageddon Empires!

10/10 Team, well done!. It's a Lewd game, the translation could be better...a lot better, but it's understandable.
Gameplay is mostly about the adult content.
There isn't that much farming.

Definitely liked playing the game, and will likely play it again to unlock all the scenes.. This will be the first review I've written
for a game on Steam. So bear with my rough assessment.

Pendragon Rising an old style text-based adventure where nearly, if not every decision you make matters in some way to the
story. Unfortunately I missed the age of Text based games, so playing this as my first pure experience was quite fun.

As expected, the roughly 3 hours (per read-through) of gameplay consists solely of making decisions, leading to what kind of
King Arthur\/Queen Arta you will be. This consists of these main traits. Leadership, Diplomacy, Warrior, Compassion v.
Ruthlessness, Bravado v. Cunning, and Old Religion v. Roman Christianity. But regardless of what kind of ruler you are, you are
almost positive to get a rich story.

Pros:
+Great and immersive story.
+Fun experimentation with choices. Each one truly feels unique.
+Romances (Or flings) feel pleasantly tasteful.
+Writing is very strong, I don't recall seeing any spelling errors.

Cons:
-Personally wish the read length was longer.
-There was a choice or two I found were hard to understand what was meant in context.

Taking everything I've said I strongly recommend this game, with a solid 9\/10. If you've got a few hours to spare, or even more
for several read-throughs, it's definitely worth the humble price of $4. I'm looking forward to more stories from this developer!.
good game, i love gameplay how in this game=)
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Boss Constructor is a neat little game in active development. I had a problem getting it to run, and the dev had a patch to fix my
issue within hours. Unheard of. Gameplay is solid and engaging, and the incentives to play another map are already strong. I
can't wait to see how this game shapes up in the coming months. If you like space shootemups and you like builders, I strongly
recommend giving this game a shot.. It is a really causal game. Please dont expect how the mini game can be interesting because
its not. Also, the game will only be interesting if you patch it with r18 content. So, dont buy it if you are underage lol.

What is this game?
No plot. It is about your encounters of many girls and you have to get laid under 29 days. Mini game happens when you make
the right choise and you only need to play 3 times in order to continue the story. After gathering information and playing mini
games, you will confess and get laid(sexual scene only happens when you get the patch on). There will be only 1 CG of sexual
content for each girl.

To sum up, the game costs 10 bucks and you will get 8 anime nudes. Tbh I do think the price is fair. Musics are interesting
because they are simple but fit the characterstic of each girl. And so are the mini game. Each girl has unique theme on the mini
game. Gaming experience is not that great because it is redundent but I will accept it since it is a really causal game.

After all, i will rate this 7 out of 10. Buy it if you are interested in anime nudes/Nekopara(Sayori) art work style.. a cool game
. It's free, but his game does NOT have "full controller support." The options are bizzarly limited -- there's no clear way to bind
primary fire to the left trigger on a XBox controller, for example.. I love platform games! But i do not really play speedrun
platformers very often. But when i played this i was addicted to this game. You only have a few seconds to beat the stage and i
sometimes get frustrated when i mess up an jump and only have one second left. Everytime i just want to try again to get a
better score.
In every stage you can get coins and a timer that gives you more seconds for the next stage, but you if try to get the coins and the
timer you might not be able to get to the next stage, so be quick.

I really like the art of the game because it reminds me a bit of terarria and a gameboy game. That brings back good times.
The controls are a bit weird when you play the game for the first time, but after a few attempts you can get the hang of it.
The multiplayer mode is just crazy but a lot of fun. i only tried 2 player. but I can imagine 4 player is even more crazier.

I can't wait for the next updates to experience more things can be implemented in the game.

. AMAZING GAME, played it first at PAX East in Boston. Best $10 I've ever spent. One of the best indie games I've ever
played. Smooth and captivating visuals, simple interface and simple controls, soundtrack is entrancing and beautiful, gameplay
is easy to understand and just plain fun. Easily better than over 70% of what's currently on steam. MUST BUY!
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